Politicians Shouldn’t Be So Important
President Trump makes people crazy. Or maybe he magniﬁes the crazy already present in
people. It’s like a superpower.
His supporters seem desperate to defend and support just about anything he does; even
things they would have opposed had any other president done them — his anti-gun edicts,
for example.
At the same time, his detractors foam at the mouth over every little thing he does; always
interpreting them in the most negative way possible. It’s obvious he knows this and pokes
them just to get an overreaction.
His critics see racism in everything he does. Yet, even one of the congressional economic
illiterates he recently targeted admitted it had nothing to do with race. She said “If I was
(sic) wearing a MAGA hat, if there was (sic) a Somali person wearing a MAGA hat, they
would not be deported. But because I criticized the president, I should be deported.” You
can’t be more clear about the real issue than this.
People on both sides — if you consider them diﬀerent sides — are angry. They see the
crazy on the other side and overlook their own.
Meanwhile, I watch, bewildered by the craziness I see all around me.
How can people let politicians become this important to their lives? Whether it’s a
provocative president or a squad of trendy socialists, these people shouldn’t have any hold
over you. It’s embarrassing to see people defending politicians from other politicians. It’s
as though they take politicians seriously.
The insult game is part of what they signed up for when they decided to abandon the
productive sector to become politicians. They knew what they were getting in to. Let them
pull on their politician pants and get over it. Don’t let them drag you into it and get you
upset over a game you aren’t playing.
There are important things for you to focus on. Political drama isn’t one of them.
Politicians can’t hurt you with their inconsiderate words about other politicians, but they
can and will hurt you with laws. If you get upset over things they say about each other but
want them to focus on making up new laws, you’re encouraging them to make life worse.
They distract you with their inﬁghting while they attack your remaining liberty. This is how
they win.

It is said of politics, “It’s a big club, and you aren’t in it.” This isn’t a bad thing. You don’t
need their club, nor to lower yourself to their level. You’re better than that.

